An experimental study on synthesis of $\beta$-Sialon composites using fly ash and lignite char—preparation and whiskers formation
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$\beta$-Sialon based composites were produced using a vertical reactor by carbothermal reduction reaction under nitrogen using fly ash and lignite chars to examine the effects of mixing, carbon content, reaction temperature and sintering time. The influences of chars as a reductant were further investigated in comparison with graphite. The evolution of phase and morphology in samples were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Mechanical stirring was favored to mix fly ash and chars, while ball-milling shove the chars with porous structure due to collisions of agate balls, preventing N$_2$ penetration to the inner parts of reactants. When excess carbon was increased to 100 wt-%, a higher combustion reactivity of low-temperature chars resulted in the production of SiC phase. The evolution of $\beta$-Sialon with increasing reaction temperature showed the samples mixed with chars were more sensitive to reaction temperature than that with graphite. $\beta$-Sialon phase increased gradually with increasing sintering time to 6 h and decreased thereafter due to the decomposition or conversion of $\beta$-Sialon. These changes were more significantly adding lignite chars. The optimal operation has been determined and rod-like $\beta$-Sialon whiskers with high aspect ratio appeared after performing the operation. In the growth process of whiskers, bead-shape whiskers were observed, suggesting that the growth mechanism was different from the conventional vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism.
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1. Introduction

$\beta$-Sialon ($\text{Si}_6\text{Al}_4\text{O}_{11}\text{N}_z$, $0 < z \leq 4.2$) is a solid solution of $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ with Si–N bonds partially substituted by Al–N and Al–O bonds.³,1² This sialon based composite has attracted great interest in the scientific community and industry because of their excellent properties: high strength, high toughness and chemical inertness at high temperature.³,4 In order to reduce the cost-price of $\beta$-Sialon product, investigations have been performed⁵-¹¹ to synthesis the material by sintering at high temperature and pressure, starting from natural products (pyrophyllite, zeolite, clay, bauxite, coal gangue, schist, etc.) instead of relatively expensive synthetic powders such as $\beta$-$\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$, $\text{AlN}$, $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_2\text{O}$, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, $\text{SiO}_2$, Al–Si, and Al. Fly ash, a solid by-product from coal-fired power plants, is a great potential raw material for the low-cost synthesis of $\beta$-Sialon.¹² This is of crucial importance to developing countries, such as China. The present accumulating amount of fly ash in China will reach three billion tons until 2020.¹³ Approximately half of the fly ash generated has been used in cement and concrete manufacture (buildings, roads, etc.),⁶ but large amounts of the ash is still waste, which causes serious environmental problems. The preparation of $\beta$-Sialon based composite with excellent mechanical properties from the waste fly ash is therefore very attractive, which diminish the fabrication cost, and provide a green channel for high value-added utilization of the ash.

¹ Corresponding author: J. Yu; E-mail: jianglong.yu@newcastle.edu.au

Fly ashes are by-products of coal combustion in coal-fired power plants.⁴,¹⁴ These fly ashes are powders with a small particle size (<20 μm), and the chemical composition is similar to clay with a total amount of SiO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ reaching 70–90 wt-%.¹⁵ Based on their properties, recent works⁴,¹¹,¹²,¹³,¹⁴,²⁰ have shown that $\beta$-Sialon can be produced from fly ash. Gilbert and Mosset⁴ obtained nearly pure $\beta$-Sialon by heating high-C fly ashes without any special preparation such as carbon addition or grinding at 1500°C for 1 h. The as-formed sample appears to have submicron-size crystallites that have already begun to sinter, generating cauliflower-like structures. Shveikin and Timoshchuk⁷ used fly ash materials to synthesis $\beta$-Sialon phases with compositions $\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\text{N}_5$ and $\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_6\text{N}_8$ by carbothermal reduction nitridation (CRN) process. The ash was mixed with acetylene black or Ekibastuz coal as reducer by grinding in a hard-alloy mill for 30 min. Kudya-Jansen et al.¹⁵ made α- and $\beta$-Sialon by sintering fly ash from various sources. The stoichiometric amount of pure carbon necessary for full conversion to sialon was added to the ash. A horizontal tube furnace was used to perform the carbothermal synthesis at temperatures between 1400 and 1500°C for various residence times using a nitrogen flow rate of 35 L/min (583.3 mL/min). Both $\beta$-Sialon as well as α/$\beta$-Sialon composites could be obtained depending on the reaction time, the CRN temperature, and the overall composition of the fly ash. Ma et al.¹³ synthesized $\beta$-Sialon based composites at 1723 K for 6 h while heating the sample with mass ratio of carbon black to fly ash of 0.56. They claimed that increasing heating temperature or mass ration of
carbon black to fly ash could promote the formation of $\beta$-Sialon. Qiu et al.\textsuperscript{12}) also added carbon black as a reduction reagent for nitridation reaction using an efficient mixing procedure (dry attrition milling). The CRN reactions were performed in a horizontal tube furnace equipped with a molybdenum sheet as the heating element, and characterized quantitatively by measuring the nitrogen content in the final product and the weight loss on nitridation. They identified the following conditions in the experimental setup: $T = 1300^\circ$C, carbon content $[C] = 28 \text{ wt }\%$, linear velocity of nitrogen gas $U \approx 45 \text{ cm/min}$, and reaction time $t \approx 60 \text{ min}$ to obtain an almost pure $\beta$-Sialon.

In this study, the optimal production conditions of $\beta$-Sialon based composite from fly ash were investigated by carbothermal reaction under nitrogen atmosphere. Chars from low-temperature pyrolysis of lignite were used as the reductant for the nitridation reaction in comparison with graphite. The aim of this paper is to explore the effects of chars on the formation of $\beta$-Sialon from fly ash.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Materials

Fly ash from Anshan coal-fired power plant (Liaoning, China) was used in this study. The compositions of the fly ash sample were analyzed using an X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer and are shown in Table 1. The majority of the iron oxides in fly ash were removed by the treatment with the magnetic column to avoid the negative effect of magnetism on the mechanical properties of the sintered materials.\textsuperscript{18,21} X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis (Fig. 1) showed that the fly ash consisted of fine particles and its crystalline phases were mainly mullite ($3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\cdot\text{2SiO}_2$), quartz ($\text{SiO}_2$) and small amounts of corundum ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$).

The carbon content in the fly ash, $[C] \approx 5.87 \text{ wt }\%$, is not enough for the carbothermal reduction reaction.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, low-temperature pyrolysis chars and graphite were added as the reductant for the nitridation reaction. The chars were produced from Indonesian lignite (supplied by Banpu Public Company, Ltd., Thailand) by a low-temperature pyrolysis at 400°C for 30 min. The details of the experimental apparatus have been reported elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22} The particle size distributions of the three materials in Fig. 2 revealed that more than 50 wt % particles were in the range from 2 to 16 $\mu$m.

2.2 $\beta$-Sialon synthesis and characterisation

The reaction for synthesizing $\beta$-Sialon powders is given in following equation.\textsuperscript{8,12,13}

$$3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \cdot 2\text{SiO}_2(s) + 4\text{SiO}_2(s) + 15\text{C}(s) + 5\text{N}_2(g) = 2\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\text{N}_5(s) + 15\text{CO}(g)$$

The most common reductant, which eliminates the appropriate amount of oxygen, while the reduced oxides are then nitrided in the nitrogen flow.\textsuperscript{19} The best amount of carbon addition is stoichiometric if the reactants are pure materials, e.g., silica and alumina [see reaction (1)].\textsuperscript{12,23} However, for natural aluminosilicate materials (e.g., fly ash), some of excess carbon is necessary to compensate for the impurities in the carbon and nitrogen.\textsuperscript{24} According to reaction (1), the stoichiometric mass ratio of carbon to fly ash was about 0.12. Lignite chars or graphites, which were equal to the mass of 10, 50, and 100% excess carbon, were added to the present fly ash, respectively.

Table 1. Chemical Analysis of Anshan Fly Ash Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oxide</th>
<th>wt %</th>
<th>oxide</th>
<th>wt %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>$\text{MgO}$</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SiO}_2$</td>
<td>61.79</td>
<td>$\text{K}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>$\text{Na}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CaO}$</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>$\text{SO}_3$</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) LOI: loss of ignition after 2h at 815°C in air.

The mixing operations were performed for 4 h, and then the mixture was pelletized into spherical particles with 5 mm in diameter. Subsequently the water and anhydrous alcohol were removed by drying at 110°C.

The CRN reaction was carried out in a vertical tubular furnace ($D = 5 \text{ cm}$, length 20 cm) between 1400 and 1450°C for various times using a nitrogen flow rate of 1.0 L/min. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The furnace was equipped with silicon molybdenum rods as the heating element. The pellet samples were placed in the bottom of corundum reactor, and heated in the tubular furnace. The nitrogen gas (purity 99.99%) was introduced using the gas inlet tube through the spherical samples, and then elicited from corundum porous cover with 6 mm pores.

![Fig. 1. XRD pattern and SEM image of the fly ash.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of the fly ash, char and graphite.](image2)
The phase's evolution of final products synthesized under different preparing conditions were determined by XRD (M21X-SRA, MAC Science Co. Ltd., Yokohama, Japan), scanning from 10 to 80°(2θ) using Cu Kα radiation with a step of 0.02°/s and a rate of 2°/min. Scanning electron microscopy (ZJIESS CSM 950, Carl Zeiss Co., Oberkochen, Germany) was used to analyze the morphology and microstructure of these products.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Optimization of β-Sialon preparation

3.1.1 Effects of mixing methods

Fly ash was mixed with lignite chars or graphite by ball-milling or mechanical stirring, and sintered at 1420°C for 6 h. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The comparison of compositions revealed that effect of mixing methods on the formation of β-Sialon phase was substantial. In the case of samples mixed with char, the diffraction intensities of β-Sialon for the samples mixed by ball-milling were significantly lower than that mixed by mechanical stirring. However, this difference was not obvious for samples with graphite, implying that the surface chemistry of carbon materials may have been changed during ball-milling in the case of char. The collisions of agate balls during mixing process possibly shove carbon materials, although mixing procedure can improves the contact between fly ash and the added carbon and can thus significantly increase the reactivity of the reactants.12) Figure 5 shows that the morphology of char and graphite before the mixing operation. Many macropores and vesicles were observed on the char surface because of the release of volatile matter during the pyrolysis of lignite. The graphite just showed a flaky structure without pores. The lower diffraction intensities of β-Sialon for samples mixed with char by ball-milling compared to that with graphite implied that the structure changes during ball-milling has led to the decrease of the reactivity of chars during carbothermal reduction reactions. For the sample mixed with char by mechanical stirring, the diffraction intensities of β-Sialon phase prepared under the present conditions was the strongest, indicating the sufficient reaction between fly ash and carbon in N2 gas atmosphere. It is suggested that mechanical stirring is more applicable to the preparation of β-Sialon with fly ash and lignite char.

As shown in Fig. 4, small amount of iron silicides (e.g., Fe3Si and Fe5Si3) were formed due to the reaction of the iron oxides with silica. These iron oxides were originally present in the fly

![Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for synthesis of β-Sialons.](image1)

![Fig. 4. XRD patterns of β-Sialon sample synthesized from fly ash samples mixed with lignite char (a) and graphite (b) by different mixing methods with 50% excess carbon.](image2)

![Fig. 5. SEM images of surface morphology of lignite char (a) and graphite (b) before the mixing operation.](image3)
ash as an impurity, although magnetic separation has been carried out with fly ash samples before experiments, through which the majority of the iron impurities were removed from the fly ash. The iron oxide impurity in samples may act as a promoting agent during the prepared process of β-Sialon phases. This is due to its role in assisting the nitrogen molecule breakdown and reducing the melting point of fly ash. 26,27

### 3.1.2 Effect of carbon content

Lignite chars and graphite with 10, 50, and 100% excess carbon were added to fly ash by mechanical stirring, and the mixtures were sintered at 1420°C for 6h. The effects of excess carbon on the formation of β-Sialon are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that diffraction intensities of β-Sialon in samples with 50% excess carbon were stronger than that of the rest of the samples. For the samples with 10% excess carbon, the secondary phases (i.e., X-Sialon and O'-Sialon) were main products, and only a small amount of β-Sialon phase was found. With increasing carbon content these secondary phases decreased and β-Sialon phase increased rapidly. Especially, O'-Sialon in samples with 100% excess carbon almost disappeared. The evolution of these phases revealed that excess carbon has advantage to the preparation of β-Sialon phase from fly ash. Gilbert et al. directly used fly ash with a carbon content as high as 28.46% to prepare β-Sialon. Qiu et al. obtained the highest nitrogen content in the Sialon product by heating the mixture of fly ash and carbon black with carbon content of about 28 wt.%. However, excessive carbon content may negatively affect the CRN reaction. As shown in Fig. 7, carbon materials gradually covered the fly ash bed with increasing carbon content. When the excess carbon content reached to 100%, a lot of fly ash particles were almost covered by the flaky-like carbon materials. The excessive carbon content leads to the thicker carbon-rich layer that forms outside the fly ash bed, which can impede the nitrogen gas penetration to the inner parts of the fly ash bed to drive the CRN reaction.28 It is explained for the decreased diffraction intensities of β-Sialon with increasing carbon content to 100%.

From Fig. 6, silicon carbide (SiC), which is very often the first intermediate product, was observed in samples with 10% excess carbon content. The excess carbon increased the partial pressure of CO, which enhanced the formation of SiC according to reaction (2). Qiu et al. observed the increase of SiC under the carbon-rich condition during the first 1 h at 1400°C. Mitomo et al. reported the formation of β-SiC as a minor product at temperatures of 1550–1600°C with high carbon addition to the reactants. Qiu et al. also observed the formation of β-SiC, 15R-AlN in similar situation. As shown in Fig. 6, the amount of β-Sialon phase increased and SiC phase almost disappeared with increasing carbon content, implying that SiC phase was completely consumed by CRN reaction with mullite and generated β-Sialon phases [reaction (3)]. Similar results were also reported by Xu et al. and Mazzoni et al. For samples adding 100% excess carbon, small amount of SiC phase appeared in samples mixed with lignite chars, while not in those mixed with graphite. This is possibly due to the greater combustion reactivity of lignite chars compared to graphite, as shown in Fig. 8.

\[
\text{SiO}_2(s) + C(s) = \text{SiC}(s) + 2\text{CO}(g) \\
3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 2\text{SiO}_2(s) + 4\text{SiC}(s) + 3\text{C}(s) + 5\text{N}_2(g) = 2\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_7\text{N}_2(s) + 7\text{CO}(g)
\]

#### 3.1.3 Effect of reaction temperature

The samples mixed with lignite chars or graphite were sintered at 1400, 1420 and 1450°C for 6h and the results are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 9(a) that β-Sialon phase and the secondary phases (i.e., X-Sialon and O'-Sialon) were the main

---

**Fig. 6.** XRD patterns of β-Sialon sample synthesized from fly ash samples mixed with lignite char (a) and graphite (b) by mechanical stirring with different excess carbon contents.

**Fig. 7.** SEM images of the morphology of mixed samples mixed with graphite at different excess carbon contents. (a) 10%, (b) 50% and (c) 100%.
products in samples sintered at 1400°C. With increasing reaction temperature to 1420°C the $\beta$-Sialon phase increased and the secondary phases decreased rapidly, indicating that higher reaction temperature can promote the formation of $\beta$-Sialon phase. This result is consistent with those reported in the literature.4),8),12),13),18) However Fig. 9(b) clearly shows that $\beta$-Sialon phase and the secondary phases remained relatively unchanged. The differences in the evolution of these phases were probably due to two reasons. The first was the difference in carbon materials added into the fly ash. The samples mixed with lignite chars were more sensitive to the variation of reaction temperature than ones mixed with graphite, which was attributed to the structures of chars from low-temperature pyrolysis of lignite. Because of the higher porosity of chars, the nitrogen gas diffusivity into the char structure increases, resulting in higher reactivity.22),31),32) Some impurities (e.g. Fe, Mg, Ca) in lignite chars may promote the kinetics of the nitridation, although the mechanism of the nitridation reaction has not yet been fully understood and remains a subject for further studies.5),12),24) The second reason is the smaller range of reaction temperature. Qiu et al.12) used fly ash and carbon black and produced almost pure $\beta$-Sialon powder at lower temperature (i.e. 1300°C). When the reaction temperature was 1450°C, the $\beta$-Sialon phase slightly decreased and the secondary phases still remained relatively unchanged compared to that at 1420°C, shown in Fig. 9. For the samples mixed with graphite [Fig. 9(b)], the evolution of these phases was more significant. A small amount of SiC and corundum phases also appeared. It implied that $\beta$-Sialon phase probably further decomposed to $\alpha$-Sialon and $\alpha$-Sialon phase.33),34) Thus, further increase in the reaction temperature can lead to the conversion of $\beta$-Sialon phase.12),18) Therefore, there appears to be an optimum reaction temperature for the production of $\beta$-Sialon.

### 3.1.4 Effect of sintering time

The sample mixed with lignite chars or graphite was sintered at 1420°C for 4, 6, and 8 h. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Appearance of $\beta$-Sialon phase started to be obvious at the sintering time of 4 h with some secondary phases including X-Sialon, O-Sialon and SiC co-existed. With increasing sintering
time, the XRD intensity of $\beta$-Sialon phase increased and that of the secondary phases progressively decreased, indicating the conversion of the secondary phases to $\beta$-Sialon phase.\textsuperscript{7,11,13} $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{SiO}_2$ in the sample reacted originally with carbon and nitrogen to form $\text{X}$-Sialon and $\beta$'-Sialon phases [reactions (4)–(5)] which were further nitridized to produce $\beta$-Sialon phases [reactions (6)–(7)]. The disappearance of $\text{SiC}$ phase after 4 h revealed that this phase was an intermediate product in the carbothermal synthesis of $\beta$-Sialon, which is in agreement with the results from Fig. 6.

\begin{align*}
3\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(s) + 3\text{SiO}_2(s) + 3\text{C}(s) + \text{N}_2(g) \\
= 5\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_6\text{O}_{12}\text{N}_2(s) + 3\text{CO}(g)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
0.17\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(s) + 3.66\text{SiO}_2(s) + 5.49\text{C}(s) + 1.83\text{N}_2(g) \\
= 2\text{Si}_{1.83}\text{Al}_{17}\text{O}_{11.83}\text{N}_{8.83}(s) + 5.49\text{CO}(g)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_6\text{O}_{12}\text{N}_2(s) + 3\text{SiO}_2(s) + 12\text{C}(s) + 4\text{N}_2(g) \\
= 2\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_6\text{O}_{12}\text{N}_2(s) + 12\text{CO}(g)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
3\text{Si}_{1.83}\text{Al}_{17}\text{O}_{11.83}\text{N}_{8.83}(s) + 2.49\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(s) + 3\text{C}(s) + 1.83\text{N}_2(g) \\
= 1.83\text{Si}_3\text{Al}_6\text{O}_{12}\text{N}_2(s) + 3\text{CO}(g)
\end{align*}

The diffraction intensities of $\beta$-Sialon phase began to decrease after 6 h, implying that decomposition or conversion of this phase had taken place. Similar trend during reaction process was observed by Qiu et al.\textsuperscript{12} and Yoshimatsu et al.\textsuperscript{35} The phenomenon was more obvious for the samples mixed with lignite chars compared to that with graphite. This is due to the higher reactivity of the chars itself and the catalytic effects of some impurities in chars accelerating the reactions to form other phases.\textsuperscript{19,36}

3.2 Formation of $\beta$-Sialon whiskers

The optimum experimental conditions for the $\beta$-Sialon synthesis in our experiments was found to be that: 1) for preparation, fly ash samples were mixed with reductants with 50% excess carbon content by mechanical stirring and, 2) CRN reactions at 1420°C for 6 h. Figure 11 shows the microstructure of the samples synthesised under the optimum conditions. It can be seen from Fig. 11(a) that some rod-like $\beta$-Sialon whiskers with high aspect ratio were formed. There were some nodules on the whiskers by further carefully observing the image. This feature is more significant in Fig. 11(b). Moreover, some $\beta$-Sialon nanostructure whiskers were also found from Fig. 11(b). These whiskers with the diameter between 100 and 500 nm were better developed than ones in Fig. 11(a). Possible explanation for the formation of the thicker rod-like whiskers in samples adding lignite chars is that the higher reactivity of low-temperature chars promoted chemical vapour deposition\textsuperscript{75} during the process of whisker growth.

The intermediate morphology during the growth process of $\beta$-Sialon whiskers is shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the surfaces of the samples started to melt and the melted droplets with the impurities (e.g., Fe) appeared under the influence of surface tension.\textsuperscript{37,38} Some liquid droplets were linked accompanying by solution of gaseous products (e.g., $\text{SiO}$, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$)\textsuperscript{51,39} super saturation of the liquid,\textsuperscript{40} and precipitation of $\beta$-Sialon at the solid–liquid interface.\textsuperscript{77} When the samples were sintered for 2 h, bead-like whiskers became more visible as the predominant crystal morphology [See Fig. 12(b)]. With the increasing sintering time, the liquid phases were gradually exhausted by continuous vaporization and reactions, and rod-like $\beta$-Sialon whiskers without nodules were progressively formed [See Figs. 12(c) and 11(a)]. The similar growth process of $\beta$-Sialon whiskers for the samples adding graphite can also be observed, although the results were not exhibited in this study.

The formation of $\beta$-Sialon whiskers was elucidated often through the vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism in the literature.\textsuperscript{39,41} However, it was found that the growth process was different from the conventional VLS mechanism. A chain of droplets on a whisker were formed to participate in the transportation of chemical components under present experiments. There were two explanations for the whisker formation. 1) The impurities such as Fe may have acted as a catalyst (or solution-forming agent).\textsuperscript{42} 2) The flow pattern of $\text{N}_2$ gas in the vertical reactor has led to the change in the growth mechanism. Yuan and Pan\textsuperscript{43} reported that the morphologies of TiC whiskers depended on the variation of the axial effective concentration of vapor phase along the vertical reaction tube. Under the present experimental conditions, nitrogen gas was introduced to the bottom of the reactor by a gas inlet tube, and then guided through the samples from bottom to top. The gas at inlet had a high concentration, promoting the CRN reaction. A large amount of gaseous products (e.g., $\text{SiO}$, $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$) were continually dissolved into the fresh liquid droplets. The diffusion of resultant carbon monoxide gases accompanying by the nitrogen flow also accelerated precipitation of $\beta$-Sialon at the solid–liquid interface.\textsuperscript{52,44} Thus, these droplets were linked and the bead-like whiskers was formed as a result.

4. Conclusions

The formation of $\beta$-Sialon was strongly influenced by the carbon source materials, mixing methods, excess carbon ratio, reaction temperature and time under conditions studied. The fly ash mixed with chars resulted in a $\beta$-Sialon sample with stronger XRD diffraction intensities which was attributed to a greater concentration of surface active sites and macropores in chars. Silicon carbide ($\text{SiC}$) appeared and then disappeared with increasing carbon content, indicating the mechanism of $\beta$-Sialon generation through the reaction between $\text{SiC}$ and mullite. With increasing reaction temperature $\beta$-Sialon phase increased and decreased
thereafter. The formation of β-Sialon in the fly ash samples mixed with chars was more sensitive to the reaction temperature than that with graphite. β-Sialon phase increased gradually with increasing sintering time until 6h and declined thereafter. Mechanical stirring mixing method was favored for the production of β-Sialon.

The optimal production conditions was found to be that fly ash samples mixed with reductant with 50% excess carbon through mechanical stirring for the preparation, and 1420°C for 6h for the CRN reaction. Rod-like β-Sialon whiskers with high aspect ratio were formed while bead-like β-Sialon whiskers were also observed as intermediate product. The growth process of whiskers was different from the conventional VLS mechanism.
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